Abstract-In this letter, we propose a novel dual-microphone technique for enhancement of speech degraded by background noise and reverberation. Our algorithm is based on a prediction of the coherence function between the noisy input signals, considering both direct and reverberant speech and noise components received by the sensors, and therefore, is capable of dealing with both coherent and diffuse noise. After predicting the coherence function, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be estimated by solving a quadratic equation obtained from the real and imaginary parts of the function. Objective evaluation in a room with reverberation time ms, demonstrated noticeable improvements in SNR and quality of the outputs processed with the proposed algorithm over the baseline (front microphone), as well as a recently proposed coherence-based noise reduction algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
C LASSIFICATION of acoustic environments or background noise is a valuable source of information in many speech processing applications. The concept of "Environmental Sniffing" has recently emerged as an important domain to improve the robustness of speech and language processing technology. The hearing aid and cochlear implant (CI) research community has long recognized the importance of environmental classification [1] , [2] . In general, two types of noise fields are common in microphone array speech processing studies, which include coherent and diffuse noise fields [3] . The diffuse noise field is often regarded as a good approximation of a reverberant environment. Reverberation is typically present in environments with sound-reflecting surfaces, where the sound waves produced by a single source propagate along multiple acoustics paths. Reverberation has a very negative impact on both speech quality and intelligibility, since it eliminates, or substantially reduces, the useful information which can be obtained from speech signal, such as temporal and spectral cues, formant transitions and amplitude modulations associated with the fundamental frequency [4] . Over the past decades, the problem of speech dereverberation with single and multi-microphone techniques have been widely addressed in the literature (e.g., see [5] - [7] ).
In [8] , we proposed a coherence-based dual-microphone noise reduction technique and showed that in anechoic (also low reverberant) rooms, where the noise field is highly coherent, it offers significant improvements over a fixed directional microphone and a well-established beamformer in terms of intelligibility and quality. We also observed that algorithm performance starts to degrade when tested in more reverberant rooms. The main reason is that the algorithm assumes that signals received by the two microphones are purely coherent. Although this assumption is valid for low reverberant environments, the coherence function captures the characteristics of diffuse noise when the (late) reverberation is substantial.
In this work, we modify the modeling of the coherence function utilized in [8] , in such a way so that it takes into account both the coherent and diffuse noise of the environment (i.e., a hybrid coherence model). This modification is achieved by estimating and applying the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio (DRR) into the coherence model presented in [8] . The DRR represents the ratio between the received signals corresponding to the direct path (i.e., coherent signal) and those subject to the multipath reflections (diffuseness). In this letter, we will show that by improving the basic coherence model presented in [8] , the new algorithm achieves better noise reduction performance in more reverberant environments.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM
In this section, we begin with a theoretical description of the coherence function in different noise fields, then introduce modifications made to improve the model developed in [8] . Following that, the proposed SNR estimation and noise reduction gain function is described.
A. Modeling the Coherence Function
Let us consider the scenario in which the target speech and noise signals are spatially separated and two closely-spaced omnidirectional microphones are placed in the environment (shown in Fig. 1 ). In this case, without modeling the reverberation and multipath effects, the noisy input signals (i.e., ) recorded by two microphones can be represented (in the frequency domain) as sum of the clean speech (i.e., ) and noise signals (i.e., ), as following: (1) 1070-9908 © 2014 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/ redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
where is the frame index, the angular frequency, and the microphone index.
Noise Fields and Coherence Function:
The complex coherence function between the two input signals is defined as (2) where denotes the cross-power spectral density (CSD), and the power spectral density (PSD). In the above equation, the index was omitted for sake of clarity. Coherent noise field is generated from a single well-defined directional sound source, in which signals captured by two closely-spaced omnidirectional microphones are perfectly coherent except for a time delay. In this case, the coherence function of the two input signals assuming a source at incidence angle of , is given by [3] : (3) where , is the sampling frequency, m/s the speed of sound, and the microphone spacing. The coherent noise field is more common in low reverberant environments. As the amount of reverberation increases, the sound field includes the characteristics of the diffuse field, which is characterized by an infinite number of uncorrelated point sources propagating in all directions simultaneously. The coherence in this case is real-valued and can be calculated by the integration over all possible directions of incident of a sound source [3] : (4) .
DRR Estimation:
The direct-to-reverberant energy ratio (DRR) is an important room acoustic parameter, and can also be considered as the ratio between coherent and non-coherent components of multipath. The most convenient way to obtain the DRR is to calculate it directly from the room impulse responses [9] . This procedure, however, is not always practical as the measurement of the impulse response. The authors in [10] have proposed an efficient algorithm for DRR estimation, based on the correlation of input signals at the two microphones. In [10] , the performance of the below heuristically motivated equation for DRR estimation has been evaluated:
It has been shown in [10] that errors in DRR estimates using the above equation, are always less than 2 dB for impulse responses recorded in a lecture room and an office. The authors in [10] also proposed a new model for the real-valued coherent-to-diffuse energy ratio (CDR) in mixed noise fields, assuming a noise source at 90 (i.e., coherence of noise signals has no imaginary part). It was also noted in that paper that the DRR estimated from (5) can also be considered as a real-valued CDR estimate.
In this work has an operating range of dB to 10 dB (i.e., 0.1 to 10), and therefore, the values below and above this range represent purely diffuse and purely coherent noise fields, respectively. In order to map the DRR calculated in (5) to the range of (0,1), the following equation is used:
It should be noted here that in the previous equation, the DRR values are in the linear domain and not logarithmic.
Modifying the Coherence Model: Based on the system configuration described in [8] (also shown in Fig. 1 ), the coherence of the noisy inputs can be modeled by, (7) where is the angle of incidence of the target speech, is that of the noise source, , and is an approximation of the SNR at both the front and rear microphones. In [8] , we assumed an endfire setting of microphones (i.e., ), and in [11] assumed a broadised setting (i.e., ). However, in this work, we address the problem in its general form and assume that is a known parameter in the range of [ , ) . In (7), the angular frequency index has been omitted for sake of clarity.
In the coherence model from (7), the field scenario with respect to both target speech and noise sources is assumed to be purely coherent (i.e., only direct sound exists). In a more reverberant room, however, the microphones will receive not only the direct sound, but also its reflections. Based on the analytical model for the coherence function given in (4), and the discussion on DRR and its mapping, we can rewrite (7) as follows: (8) where and . Here, the coherence of the target speech and noise signals is considered to be a weighted combination of coherent and diffuse components. It should be noted here that based on the model in the last equation, the diffuse portions of speech signals are assumed as part of target signals not interference. Furthermore, based on the discussion on (7) AND (8) .
RESULTS ARE AVERAGED OVER 10 SENTENCES CDR and DRR given in [10] , it is assumed that reflects the ratio of the real parts of the coherence function from the coherent and diffuse noise fields.
To verify the validity of the coherence model in (8) , Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the (true) coherence function of the noisy signals computed by (2) , and the predicted (approximation) obtained using the models given in (7) and (8) . This comparison was done with simulation of signals at two microphones with 18 mm distance, at sampling rate of 16 kHz. It is also assumed that in this simulation , and SNR values are known. As is evident from the figure, the modified (improved) model predicts the magnitude of the true coherence more accurately than the model in (7) . To quantify the error in the approximation, the root mean square error (RMSE) measure is used. This measure assesses the distance between the true and predicted coherence values. Lower values of the error indicate higher accuracy of the approximation. Table I shows the RMSE results averaged over 10 sentences, taken from the IEEE database corpus [12] . For this evaluation, target speech was placed at a 0 azimuth, along with speech-weighted noise at 90 .
B. Proposed SNR Estimation Algorithm
After obtaining the new coherence model presented in (8), we follow the steps similar to those described in [8] . First, by taking the real part of (8) and rearranging the terms we have: (9) where is the real part of . Next, by taking the imaginary part of (8), the can be estimated as (10) where is the imaginary part of . In (9) and (10), the unknown parameters are and . Since the right-hand sides of (9) and (10) are equal, we can remove and combine them into a single equation. Similar to [8] , a quadratic equation results which is our solution, (11) where: (12) In a manner similar to the proof in the appendix of [8] , it can be shown that the inside of the square root in (11) is always positive and is equal to the square of: (13) After replacing , and by their actual values and some manipulations, it can be shown that the solution corresponding to a positive root for (11) is the correct one when and have the same signs, otherwise the negative root will lead to the correct solution. Hence: (14) After computing , can be calculated using (10) . Clearly, by setting =1 (i.e., purely coherent field), the algorithm is same as that proposed in [8] . After estimating the SNR, we employ the unconstrained (square-root) Wiener filter (i.e., ) as a gain function. For obtaining the enhanced signal the suppression function is applied to the Fourier transform of the signal corresponding to the front microphone. More implementation details of the proposed algorithm are provided in [8] . III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In this section, a noise reduction performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm (referred as impCOH), relative to the algorithm in [8] (referred as baseCOH) is presented.
Speech data for evaluation were taken from the IEEE database corpus [12] , which consists of phonetically balanced sentences, with each sentence being composed of approximately 7 to 12 words. Three types of noise, speech-weighted noise, babble and competing talker were used as maskers. All stimuli were recorded at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. The test was carried out in three different noise scenarios, summarized in Table II . The noisy stimuli captured at the two microphones (with 18 mm distance) were generated by convolving the target (i.e., always at 0 azimuth -endfire array) and noise sources with a set of HRTFs measured inside a reverberant room ( ms) with dimensions m (length width height). The HRTFs were measured using identical microphones to those used in modern hearing aids.
To assess the quality of the processed speech signals, two objective measures were utilized. First, the segmental SNR improvement (over the front microphone), defined in [13] , and shown in Fig. 3 . As is apparent from the figure, the proposed algorithm yields an average improvement of 1 dB relative to scores obtained with the algorithm proposed in [8] . The second measure used for evaluation is the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) measure [14] . This measure produces a score between 1 and 4.5, where greater values reflect better quality. Table III shows the resulting PESQ scores of the algorithms for various noise scenarios and input SNRs. Clearly, the proposed algorithm outperformed the unprocessed (i.e., the front microphone) and baseCOH in all noise configurations. Overall, impCOH achieved an average PESQ improvement of 0.2 relative to the scores of baseCOH.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm developed in this letter is a generalization of the coherence-based technique proposed in [8] , and focused on enhancing noise reduction performance of the technique in more reverberant environments. Experiments carried out in a room with a moderately reverberant setup, indicate the superiority of the new algorithm in terms of speech quality compared with a previously proposed solution [8] . The algorithm is relatively simple in terms of computation and can be easily implemented in real-time. This advantage, coupled with effective noise reduction performance in realistic listening situations, make this method a potential candidate for future use in commercial hearing aids and communication devices.
